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For years; especially since the Wall Street crash of 2008, several articles and news media 

have been written speculating that leadership behavior was a main contributor to the 

organization’s performance, but no studies in the field of organization and management 

produced empirical data to validate this highly speculative assumption.  New studies dedicated to 

studying leader behavior and its influence on individuals have also been published that facilitated 

scholarship that further advanced this assumption.  In 2013, a scholar conducted the first study 

that scientifically linked the behavior of the organization’s leaders to the organization’s 

performance. The results of this study were used to develop a valid and reliable theory as well as 

an instrument that can be used to further explain and measure the impact of the relationship 

between leader behavior and organizational performance.   

The Ethical Leadership Behavior (ELB) Theory suggests that the transformational 

leadership behavior of the chief executive and the ethical behavior of the management corps 

significantly impacts the outcome of the organization. In fact, the results of the study showed 

that 62% of the organization’s outcome is dependent on the leadership behavior of the CEO and 

the management corps1.  This non-experimental quantitative research study proposed a 

directional relationship using multiple regression analysis and was designed to evaluate the 

effects that ethical leader behavior and transformational leadership moderated by organizational 

hierarchy had on perceived organizational behavior. 

The results of this quantitative study allowed the researcher to reject the null hypothesis 

which suggested that one of the independent variables used in the study transformational 

leadership had no effect on the dependent variable used in the study organizational 

performance.  Likewise, the same study results indicate that the remaining independent variable 

ethical leader behavior also significantly impacted organizational performance.  Although the 
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interaction of the two independent variables produced no significant result, when modeled in a 

multiple regression analysis, the variables transformational leadership and ethical leader 

behavior both had a significant effect on organizational performance.  Between the two 

variables, transformational leadership of the CEO was found to have the most significant effect 

on organizational performance. 

The data resulting from this study lends validity to the previously speculated position that 

leader behavior impacted the organization, and provides the reliability needed to create the ELB 

theory.  The ELB theory lends to the field of organization and management, a starting point by 

which to create meta-theoretical interdisciplinary positions that will help scholars and business 

executives better understand how the actual behavior of the leadership core affects the 

organization’s bottom line.  The results of this research will help businesses develop processes 

that should be used to establish the standard of first evaluating the effectiveness, efficiency, and 

behavior of its leaders before relying on the common practice of implementing huge layoff 

cycles that eliminate jobs of the non-management population to compensate for profit and 

performance losses.  

The ELB survey instrument (v.1) was developed in this study to measure the link 

between leader behavior and organizational performance.  Several different models have been 

proposed and the author is currently searching for companies on which to conduct the next study 

in the series. The next study will investigate the notion that ethical culture mediates the 

relationship between leader behavior and organizational performance by incorporating a measure 

of corporate ethical virtues, a concept suggested by Dr. Muel Kaptein2.  The next study will 

produce version 2 of the instrument.   
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Any companies willing to participate in the study or gain access to the study data or the 

ELB theory instrument should email the author at drprestonrich@gmail.com.   

1 Rich, Preston B. 2014. The impact of the relationship between ethical leader behavior, transformational leadership, 

and organizational performance moderated by organizational hierarchy. Ph.D., Capella University. 
2 Kaptein, M. 2008. Developing a measure of unethical behavior in the workplace: A stakeholder perspective. Journal 

of Management 34 (5): 978,1008; 978. 
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